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Abstract
Models of homogeneous explosions and one dimensional laminar flames of hydrogen
and methane were analysed by a series of mathemalical tools. The results indicated
that the real dynamical dimension of these systems is 1 Io 3, while the number of vari-
ables is from l0 to 38. This dimension reduction indicates strong couplings in the
model, exhibited in the similarity relations among the sensitivity functions.It has con-
sequences in areas ofpractical importance,like determination of rate parameters frcm
experimental dala or search for a minimal equivalent model.

Intaoduction
Sellbrganization is usually investigated in solution phase chemical or bioiogical sys-
tems. In this paper we should like to demonstrate that som€ high temperature gas
phasechemical kinetic syslems are notonlyhighly non-linear, butalso may show sur-
prising signs of selforganization.

Th€ systems investigated were the homogeneous explosions and one dimensional
laminar llames ofhydrogen and melhane. We have investigated both freely propagat,
ing and bumer stabilized Iaminar flames. The methane combustion simulations used
the Leeds Methane Oxidation Mechanism ul, [2], which conrains 37 species and 350
(ineversible) reactions. The hydrogen oxidation calculations were carried out wilh a
subset ofthe Leeds Mechanism, having 9 species and 46 reaction steps.

The number of variables of th€ explosion and flame models was equal to the
number ofreactive species plus one when temperature was also calculated. It has been
shown recently, that the real dynamical dim€nsion of high temperature chemical ki-
netic systems is lower; in the case ofthe adiabatic explosion ofhydrogen it is one in,
stead often and in tbe case ofthe adiabatic explosion of methane it is three instead of
3 8. Thc reason of thi s huge dimension reduction is the existence of low dimensional
slow manifolds in the variabie space of high-temperature chemical kinetic systems.

Lam and Goussis [3] have investigated fhe presence of different time-scales in a
series ofsingle points ofthe variable space. Roussel and Fraser [4] described the evo-
lution ofkinetic systems inconnection with slow manifolds.They stated thafth€€xis-
tence ofvery differenr time scales in chemical kinetic systems causes the trajectory of
the solution to move on slow manifolds. The trajectory originally moves on an Ndi-
mensional manifold, but as time advances usually the dynamical dimension of the
movement decreases and after some time the trajectory moves close to a two-
dimensional surface (curved plate), then close to a one-di mensional curve, and finally
arrives to the zero-dimensional equilibrium or stationary point if it exists. Maas and
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Pope [5] elaborated algorithms and computer codes for the approximal€ numerical
( i lculation of ' low mrnifold'.  Tbe) xlso ( ludicd rhe erisrence oi mlni lolds in scverul
combustion models and generated reduced models having few variables only.

We have shown [6], I7l that the presence of iow-dimensional manifolds in the
composition space ofdynamical systems may result in the similarity oflocal sensitiv,
ity functions, which is a sign ofseveral unusual fealures ofsuch systems. Sensitivity
analysis investigales the effect of parameter change on (he soiulion ofmathematical
models. The local sensitivity coefticient r,r = ay,/apr shows the cffect of the minor
change of parameterpr on model resuh fi. In the case of a general model, no relation
can be expected among the rows and columns ofa local scnsitivity matrix. How€ver.
the sensitivity functions may exhibit three types ofsimilarity.

The Similarity of Sensilivity Functions

Thelocalsensit ivity functions ( Jjk = ay /apr )of chemicalkineticmodelsmay
show the foikrwing types ofsimilarityl
( 1) Lo.al sinit.nity: 4t(;) = "* (z)/",. (r) i. equal for any puamerer t, bur depends
on the results yi and I investigated,
(2) scatins retation Z,(z) i .  .qu"r to (dy,(z. l  d z)l \y,(z\ ld z),
(3) Global sinil riry p", = r,r(z)/s,,(r) is constant in a range of the independenr
variablc I (time or disrance).

Scaling relation and global similarity (the tatter under the name ofself-similaritv)
ha\ c been described l8l.  but local simihnry e\i( l ing \a rrhoul scJl ing relution wr. ae-
rccteo rty us_

Similarity oflocal sensitivity funcrions was investigaled in hydrogen-air explo-
sion and flame models. A series ofmodels were created, consisting ofhomogene;us
explosions and burner-stabilized and freely propagating flames. In all the cases th€
lemperature proliles were either calculated using the assumption ofadiabatic condi_
hons, or these profiles were fixed to the previously calculated ones. All calculations
were canied out at four differenf equivalence ratios (@ = 0.5, L0, 2.0, and 4.0). Care_
fuliy choosing $e initial andboundary conditions, the results ofall these modelscould
be meaningfully compared. In lhe cases ofthe adiabatic explosions ofhydrogen_air
mixtures, all the three types ofsimilarity were found. In other cas€s, either similaritv
errsted onll  fur some paramelers or no \ imihnry $as lound foreny ofrhe paramerer,.
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Figure 1. Local sensitivity functions ofthe mass fraction ofOH with respect to the
nalural logarithm ofthe 46 pre-exponential coefficients of rhe reaction steps as a func,
tion oflemperatlrre, calculated for the adiabatic explosion ofhydrogen-air mixrures for

equivalence ratios /= 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0. The sensitivity curves end at the burnr
equilibrium temperature.

Adiabatic explosions of methane-air mixtures were also investigated and local
simitarity was found. The calculations were cafied out using three different mecha,
nisms; the similarity relations were similar in all the cases showing that this feature
do€s not depend on the details ofthe reaction m€chanism.

The consequence oftheglobal similarityofthe sensidvity funcrions is that mod-
els with different parameter sets can give almost identical simulation results for all
variables in a wide range ofthe independent variable. This statement was illustrated
with a series of numerical experiments using modified hydrogen aDd methaneoxida-
tion mechanisms. We have called the attention to the possible problem that using a
chemical kinetic model ofglobal similarity, fitted rate coefficients can be d€termined
with large enor, while this is not expressed in the deviation ofthe experimental and
fitted model results.

Based on the theory of siow manifolds, an explanation was given to the local
similarity and the scaling law. We have shown that scaling relation appears ifthe tra-
jectory of the simula{ion is close to a one-dimensional slow manifold. Clobal similar-
ity appears if the sensitivity functions are locally similar and the sensitivity ODE is
DSeUOOnOmOgeneous.
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Couplings among the reaction steps and the minimal size ofth€ mechanisms
In the case ofadiabatic models, heat effect ofa reaction step may change the tempera-
ture ofthe reaction mixture, thus affecting the rate ofothers. This is called the rtermdl
cor./pli,r8 among the reaction steps. In the case ofmodels ofspatially inhomogenmus
systems, a reaction step at one location may produce a reactive species that increases
the mte of other rcaction steps at another location . This is called the dilfusion coupling
among the rcaction steps. We have investigated the thermal and diffusion couplings
among the reaction steps ofhydrogen combusrion models [9].

R€duced mechanisms werecreated using theprincipal component analysis ofthe
local sensitivity matrix (PCAS merhod) aDd that ofthe rate sensiriviry matrix (PCAF
method). Global similarity was found (o appear i n the results of the PCAS method and
its origin was explained. OuIcalculations indicaled that the PCAS and PCAF methods
have the same efficiency in mechanism reduction and produce the sam€ r€sults; nei-
ther the themal coupling nor the diffusion have impact on the impofiance of the reac-
tions at the oxidation ofhydrogen. A 31,step minimal reduced mechanism was created
that described the combustion ofhydrogen at all condilions investigated. The same
reactions were important in homogeneous explosions and flames, therefore diffusion
coupling did not influence the importance ofreactions. The same reactions were im-
portanl in bumer-stabilized and freely propagating flames, although the coresponding
sensitivity functions were very different. Rich flames could be modelled by much
fewerreaction steps than the stoichiometric and lean ones.lnstead ofth€ origiDal46-
step mechanism, the combustion ofhydrogen could be described by ls-step to 28-step
mechanisms at the various conditions investiBated and a 3l-step mechanism could
replace the origjnal mechanism at all coDditions studied.
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